Rebus

3PL Billing

Flexible and transparent processes for each client across the network
Rebus 3PL Billing automates billing process for each client, optimizing for time and performance.

With complete flexibility, create unique customer logic for varying billing cycles and payment terms, easily customizing process flows, tasks, and generating reports.

---

**Customize Billing Processes with Flexibility and Agility**

Rebus 3PL Billing can easily be customized to any customer logic for payment terms, billing cycles, disparate WMS nomenclature, metrics of measurement and more. As each client and function is different, setup unique terms while mapping one transaction to multiple billing events or vice versa to give you complete control and flexibility over invoicing.

---

**Increase Efficiency with Faster Billing Processes**

Reduce 3PL billing and invoicing from a couple of weeks to a matter of hours by duplicating processes for similar transactions, sending digital invoices automatically and creating approval workflows for invoice processing. This custom-built for the warehouse platform is easy-to-use, navigate and scale to help even the most organized business become more efficient.

---

**Get Real-Time Visibility into Order Status and Invoicing**

With Rebus, clients will have real-time access to order status and movement across the supply chain helping them monitor, plan, and execute more efficiently. This real-time access can be used to improve current processes, turnaround times and even help with creating new, efficient invoicing workflows.

---

“Rebus solved in 2 weeks what internal teams had been trying to solve for over 2 years.”

- Industry-Leading Global Food Manufacturer

Contact us to learn more about Rebus, the only visibility platform built for the warehouse.

www.longbowadvantage.com | 888.904.4005 | info@longbowadvantage.com